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Right out of the globalistsʼ population control playbook
comes this yearʼs Zika virus. What the elite donʼt want you
to know is that the Zika virus has been around for 69 years.
Until this year it was always known to be a relatively
harmless virus with typical flu-like symptoms rarely if ever
lethal. Yet in January 2016 all that changed overnight when
the medical establishment and New World Order controllers
unleashed Zika-mania hype as their latest fearmongering
strategy designed to cause panic amongst the global
population. Itʼs clearly another classic example of
the Hegelian Dialectic at work where the ruling elite
fictitiously identifies another enemy as the latest global
problem threatening humanity, then reports false narrative
lies as the reaction to said problem, in this case that the
Zika virus is causing an epidemic of microcephaly – a
medical condition that develops while in utero resulting in
babies born with undersized heads and underdeveloped
brains.
In April Brazilʼs Health Ministry reported that near 5,000
cases of microcephaly were on record in this yearʼs
Olympics host nation alone. According to MSM and the

World Health Organizationʼs rabid case of fearmongering,
the virus could rapidly spread to an estimated 4 million
people in the Americas alone. Of course the globalist
agencies WHO/CDC (World Health Organization/Center for
Disease Control) are Johnny-on-the-spot proposing the
Hegelian solution and savior to this latest mysterious, scary
pathogen to be the Big Pharma, ever-at-the-ready, wouldbe vaccines as part of the eliteʼs carefully planned agenda
of forced mandatory vaccinations and ultimate population
(or more apt depopulation) control.
With the WHO and the CDC spearheading the propaganda
blitz spreading panic through disinformation lies around the
globe, this dreaded fear of deformed babies follows on the
heels of the West Nile Virus. And itʼs no accident that
medical authorities are now warning women globally to
defer from getting pregnant, especially in Latin American
countries like Brazil containing large Roman Catholic
populations where abortion is either restricted or banned
altogether.
Myths, Misunderstandings and Outright lies about
owning Gold. Are you at risk?
And itʼs also no accident that a mere one day after WHO
officially declared Zika an international public health
emergency on February 1st, the first known Zika case in
America was then immediately “discovered” in Texas,

ensuring that this latest manufactured global threat
instantly hits home to all Americans. On top of this, from this
alleged first US case, apparently itʼs not only mosquitos that
we need to worry about as the standard transmitted carrier
of this “dreaded” disease, but medical authorities claimed
that Zika in Texas was contracted through sex, an
immediate reminder of the HIV/AIDS pandemic and deadly
STDʼs. The meta-message to the global public was that with
Zika now on the loose, you should not only ensure that you
donʼt get pregnant, but you should never risk having
unprotected sex either. This less than subtle approach is no
doubt meant to reduce the number of global births as a
small measure of stemming the Malthusian tide of
overpopulation in a limited world.
Deep state constantly uses flawed and fraudulent
science as part of its premeditated weaponized propaganda
machine against the people. In actuality, the Zika virus has
never posed a serious threat to public health and safety.
Per the CDC, Zikaʼs most common symptoms are fever,
rash, joint and muscle pain, conjunctivitis (pinkeye) and
headache, all mild “symptoms lasting for several days to a
week.” Additionally, 80% of those infected never experience
any symptoms at all.
Yet the eliteʼs depopulation agenda is currently seizing upon
the Zika hoax in order to aggressively promote as part of its

Hegelian solution an alarming, extremely dangerous,
massive aerial spraying campaign targeting US communities
like New York City (four of five boroughs), Miami and now a
county in South Carolina. Many municipalities and states
such as New Orleans, Tampa, Virginia, Mississippi and
North Carolina regularly spray for mosquito control. Such
widespread spraying of the potentially lethal chemical
warfare agent known as Naled is being masqueraded as a
relatively benign insecticide designed to kill off the latest
designated enemy adult Aedes mosquitos when in actuality
itʼs more likely designed to kill off the globalistsʼ number
one enemy – us humans. Local health officials where the
spraying has been conducted are only warning the public to
stay indoors during the hours of overhead spraying. Left out
of all public discourse and information is the fact that Naled
carries a plethora of known health risks that can be lethal.
Bottom line, Naled is being used as a convenient means to
both sterilize large swaths of the population while
simultaneously slowly poisoning us to death through yet
another soft kill eugenics method within the eliteʼs evergrowing secret WMD arsenal.
Last weekʼs headlines rang out from Dorchester
County, South Carolina where Naled was sprayed causing a
massive bee die-off. Even the mainstream rag The
Washington Post ran an article entitled “ʼLike itʼs been
nukedʼ: Millions of bees dead after South Carolina sprays for

Zika mosquitoes.” Though county health officials knew
Naled would kill bees, the spraying occurred between 6f308f30 AM last Sunday while worker bees were out of their
hives pollinating for food. The catastrophe could have easily
been prevented had the aerial spraying been conducted
overnight while bees were safely inside their hives. Knowing
the fatal consequence of spraying during daylight hours
when bee colonies were active, and using Naled under the
extreme false pretense of “protecting” the public knowing it
harms all life forms, it appears the powers-that-shouldnʼtbe are running a beta test on deploying a chemical
weapon against us humans. The subsequent result is
nothing less than a willful, calculated decision to both
destroy the pollinators responsible for 30% of our fruits and
vegetable produce as well as commit human genocide. In
recent years bee colony collapse has become an ominous
sign of the times, largely due to Monsanto, geoengineering,
and parasites. Add now Naled to the list.
According to writer, activist and much maligned
Professor James Tracyʼs most recent article, Naled causes
acute toxicity whether inhaled, absorbed through the skin or
ingested, resulting in:
Corrosive [effects] to the mucous membranes lining the
mouth, throat, and lungs, and inhalation may cause
severe irritation. When inhaled, the first effects are usually

respiratory and may include the bloody or a runny nose,
coughing, chest discomfort, difficult or short breath,
and wheezing due to constriction or excess fluid in the
bronchial tubes.
Eye irritation and bloody tears are also a common enough
reaction. As a neurotoxin, severe Naled poisoning attacks
the central nervous system leading to potential respiratory
failure, cardiac arrest, and even death. Furthermore,
spraying Naled during warm temperatures or during sunlit
hours only intensify its debilitating effects.
The less severe toxic effects from the chemical Naled can
easily be confused with effects from the Zika virus. Thus by
design, systematic spraying may in itself cause a surge in
misdiagnosed Zika cases by misinformed citizens as well as
their medical practitioners. And itʼs no accident that the very
chemical selected to eliminate mosquitoes carrying a
harmless virus deceitfully linked to abnormal brain
development in fetuses also causes severe fetal brain
damage. Certainly those responsible for spraying such
harmful aerosol substances as Naled know full well the
disastrous harm it will cause the public and bees alike just
as the same perpetrators have knowingly been poisoning
millions of people, animals and plants throughout North
America and Europe raining down daily doses of toxic heavy
metals from airplanes through pervasive

geoengineering spanning many decades. No other logical
conclusion can be drawn that both this false flag Zika crisis
and geoengineering are clearly a calculated, cold-blooded
decision made by a psychopathic elite to cull the human
population among other sinister purposes.
Two highly reputable doctor organizations in Brazil and
Argentina that have extensively studied the infected
Brazilian population maintain that the Zika mosquito is not
the cause of microcephaly. They assert that the true culprit
is a larvacide called Pyriproxyfen introduced into the local
drinking water supply in 2014 by a Brazilian health program
designed to eradicate disease-carrying mosquitoes
sponsored by the Japanese company Sumitomo Chemical,
“a strategic partner” of Monsanto. It appears to be yet
another criminal case where the powerful chemical industry
co-opted by the corrupt Brazilian Health Ministry is falsely
blaming the mosquito for the microcephaly crisis in Brazil
when it was actually caused by the fascist corporate
controlled government.
For nefarious purposes, quackery science has linked the
Brazilian microcephaly crisis to the Zika infected mosquito
when no sound evidence exists to support such a claim. In
early February Brazilʼs Ministry of Health reported 4,783
cases of microcephaly just since last October when every
year prior only 150 cases were diagnosed. Upon closer

analysis as of seven months ago, of the 404 cases
examined, only 17 cases (4.2%) tested positive for the Zika
virus. This strongly suggests that the scandal-ridden
Brazilian government that just illicitly ousted its relatively
honest, populist president last week, purposefully inflated
the records to artificially create the so-called crisis as a
subterfuge to conceal its own criminality. And since
governments around the world are clearly controlled by the
likes of such powerful corporations as Big Pharma and
Monsanto, Zika is yet one more NWO false flag assault on
humanity. Yet despite this overwhelming evidence dispelling
the Zika-microcephaly connection, last February WHO
Director-General Margaret Chan went ahead bogusly
claiming it was “strongly suspected but not yet scientifically
proven” that Zika causes microcephaly. The NWO agenda is
alive and well in the WHO.
Whatʼs diabolical about this grand deception being played
out now is the medical establishment per WHO/CDC/Big
Pharma is also insisting that no current vaccine even exists
to treat Zika. Hence Obama asked for a whopping $1.9
billion to fast-track research for a vaccine “cure.” Of course,
we know the huge pharmaceutical corporations
already make obscene profits, especially in America
where nearly 70% of the US population is currently taking
their harmful, often addictive prescription drugs. Yet weʼre
supposed to believe that everybodyʼs been caught off guard

with this preplanned Zika crisis and we donʼt yet have a
single vaccine available to deal with this latest
manufactured crisis, so like clockwork billions of tax dollars
are suddenly urgently required. Add one more boldface lie
to America.
Itʼs déjà vu all over again, bailing out the largest banks after
they criminally committed fraud causing the 2008-09
housing bubble crisis. Or inventing manufactured enemies
for nonstop wars so that banks and the military industrial
security complex can grow bigger and more powerful. The
government-corporate nexus fronting the international
crime cabal in charge of the planet at every
annual Bilderberger meeting plans every staged global crisis
so that a fascist totalitarian one world government
subsequently moves one step closer in lockstep Hegelian
cadence. You can bet that Big Pharmaʼs already got a host
of vaccines lined up waiting for that $1.9 billion cash cow
windfall, never letting “a serious crisis go to waste” as
Obamaʼs Chicago mayoral hitman Rahm Emanuel would say.
The fact is a long sinister history of manmade viruses have
been spawned from Fort Detrick US military test tube
labs preceding this latest NWO flavor of the month “death
threat.” HIV/AIDS, the H5N1 avian bird flu, SARS, Ebola virus,
the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) all readily
come to mind. This vast, growing list of bioweapons within

the eliteʼs biological and chemical stockpile is seemingly
endless despite a long-established international ban on all
chemical and biological warfare agents dating back to the
1925 Geneva Protocol. But with arrogant US Empire
exceptionalism and global impunity, while forcibly imposing
compliance on all other nations, the US never respects legal
limits or restraints of its own long flagrant defiance of all
international law.
For some time the global elite has been searching for an
excuse to mandate forced sterilization (with already a past
history spanning many decades) and forced vaccination
programs on the human population. Through the Zika hoax,
it appears that the globalists are moving in for their parasitic
kill. The beta test state is California that last year
made vaccinations mandatory for all adults with those
refusing subject to extensive prison sentences. Unless we
act now to spread the dire truth, the oppressive grip of
totalitarianism fast descending on police state USA is
already here to stay. The freedom and civil liberties we
citizens once took for granted in America are sadly all but
distant memories.
Just as deep state regularly stages false flag terrorism with
the aim of selling gun control and ultimate gun confiscation
along with spreading paranoid fear of both violent Islamic as
well as homegrown extremists for ultimate population

control, these same tactics are being rolled out and
deployed with this yearʼs latest medical death scare
scenario presently being foisted on the global public. This
exact same elitist agenda has glommed onto and exploited
the global warming/climate change hoax as humanityʼs
“greatest 21st-century threat” in order to justify ushering in
formalized one world government tyranny. In every one of
these preplanned endgame scenarios, an increasingly
centralized government intends to deceive the masses into
believing that it will be their only savior to protect and take
care of them when in fact the one world government is the
fox guarding the henhouse.
Again, as long as a dumbed down population keeps
swallowing all the deep state lies, history will only repeat
itself ad nauseam. If youʼre gullibly thinking the government
cannot be so diabolical as to kill its own citizens, recall on
this 15-year anniversary of 9/11 when Washington neocons
still in power partnered with Israel and Saudi Arabia
to murder 3,000 Americans. Maliciously using Americans as
expendable guinea pigs for “scientific research” has a long
dark history in the US and abroad. The US military and CIA
are notorious for their crimes against humanity. The cancercausing radiation from nuclear fallout testing placed millions
in harmʼs way throughout the 1950ʼs and 60ʼs. Radioactive
spraying in poor black neighborhoods in St. Louis back in
the 1950ʼs, for four decades in Tuskegee, AL injecting

African-American sharecroppers with syphilis as well
as Guatemalans, decades of drugged MK Ultra LSDtype experiments on US soldiers right up to Gulf War
veterans used as guinea pigs forced to take a nerve agent
believed to cause the Gulf War Syndrome, this list of
nonconsensual criminality destroying thousands of lives is
both despicable and exhausting. With this precedent a long
established fact, the idea of the government willfully injuring
and killing its own innocent people shouldnʼt be at all
surprising. The number of murdered victims at the hands of
their own national government committing democide in the
last century is six times greater than the number of people
killed in all the combined 20th-century wars that included
the two deadliest in human history.
The exponential rise in recent months of staged
threats lurking in our ever-increasingly “dangerous world”
keeps the human sheep in angst-ridden bondage, blindly,
obediently following the evil dictates of their cagey ruling
masters all the way to the depopulation slaughterhouse.
The globalists are ratcheting up their scare tactics and selfinduced crises because theyʼre fully aware that the global
masses are finally waking up and recognizing the eliteʼs
murderous genocidal end game to depopulate the planet by
90%. The Georgia Guidestones as the eliteʼs ten
commandments backed by the likes of globalists Ted Turner
and Bill Gates need a faster, more deadly weapon to

drastically reduce the global population down to a half
billion people from the current 7.4 inhabiting the earth. For
years now Bill and wife Melinda have been diligently working
their vaccines as a eugenics Trojan horse not to save but to
shorten lives with vaccines causing far more harm than
good. Then numerous doctors exposing vaccine fraud and
its sinister intent have paid the ultimate price as murder
victims. Finally, with the eliteʼs orchestrated World War
III looming on the horizon against Russia and China and its
house of cards global economy on the verge of total
collapse, our time is fast running out.
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